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There are no fruits on Earth Simulator in this year, because we have spent a lot of time for the improvement of vector and
parallel ratio of our numerical model on SX5, which will be used on Earth Simulator. However, the work of the improvement
of vector ratio had been finished in the late March, 2003 and the vector ratio reached about 97%. We are planning to conduct
the numerical simulation with our model on Earth Simulator after some test cases runs are conducted on SX5 with the some
optimization including the parallel improvement.
We are now trying to conduct some numerical simulations of winter monsoon season around Japan on ALPHA server,
which has high functioned CPUs of scalar type. In particular, we focused on the seasonally precipitation in the coastal area of
Japan Sea, Tohoku, Hokuriku, and Sanin region. The resolution of this simulation is 20km grid spacing and roughly express
the mountain distribution in Japan. However it is not enough to evaluate the precipitation distribution in detail. It is very
important to investigate how the cloud resolved simulation is superior to the low resolved simulation with 20km grid spacing.
Therefore this low resolved simulation is one of the most important process on our plan. Our goal is evaluation of the water
cycle process during the winter to spring season by the cloud resolved coupled regional model with hydrological model. In the
future, we hope that the regional climate is possible to be evaluated using a regional model on the global warming experiment
using a GCM as the one of the way of down scaling methods.
Some low-resolved simulations were conducted on the ALPHA server. The differences of the simulated precipitation
between the large snow year (1983 to 1984) and the small snow year (1989 to 1990) well agree with the observed ones. It is
indicated that the climatic precipitation could be qualitatively reproduced using by the regional model. However, there are
some problems that the amount of rainfall (or snowfall) is somewhat underestimated on the whole and the precipitation with
the low-pressure system passed through in the Pacific Ocean side, which is often called NANGAN TEIKIATU, could not be
reproduced in this simulation. It is speculated that the underestimation of the precipitation is caused by the weak upward
winds corresponding to the mountain slopes on the Japan Sea side due to the smoothed topography with 20km low-resolved
mesh. This problem could progressively improve by the cloud resolved simulation. The precipitation with the NANGAN
TEIKIATU is expected to improve extending the southern side of the lateral boundary more southward.
Accordingly, it is indispensable to use the Earth Simulator for the cloud resolved simulation of the regional climate in
the East Asia.
Report of your result:
Test case (on SX5)
Vector ratio of NIES-RAMS :
Vector ratio of Original version of RAMS with optimized cloud microphysics
Vector ratio of optimized NIES-RAMS
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